
Effective e-reading: 
Helping Students Stay on Task While Reading Online

Reading online presents unique challenges and opportunities.

In this webinar, we will: 
• explore strategies for more accurate and efficient e-reading 

• discuss and practice activities that target online reading fluency, information synthesis, 
source tracking, and discerning source reliability and text appropriateness

• examine how these strategies and activities can be adapted for a wide range of online 
and in-person ELT settings
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Where are we going? 
Today’s Goals

• Define Online Reading and the Importance of Teaching it
• Understand the Challenges of Online Reading
• Discover Tips and Strategies to Overcome the Challenges
• Implement the Strategies through 3 Activities



Tell us what you think…

What is online reading?
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Online reading

• What is online reading?

• Checking social media posts and email
• Skimming and scanning multiple texts for research purposes
• Deep reading an e-book or other electronic texts

(Coiro, 2015; Dobler & Eagleton, 2015)



The importance of online reading

• Why is online reading important?
• Information access
• Expectations 
• Habits

(Dobler & Eagleton, 2015)



Teaching online reading 

• Why teach online reading?
• Print reading strategies don’t automatically transfer to online
• Strategies should be modeled
• Strategies should be practiced with time for reflection

(Coiro, 2015; Dobler, 2015; Dobler & Eagleton, 2015)



Teaching online reading (continued)

• What types of online reading need to be taught?
• Extensive for fluency (on many topics at or below reading level)
• Intensive for deep reading (on one topic just above reading level)
• Reading for general, academic, and specific purposes

(Coiro, 2015; Dobler, 2015; Dobler & Eagleton, 2015)



Tell us what you think…
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Challenges of Online Reading

Online reading ... 

• is full of distractions (hyperlinks, advertisements) 
• involves scrolling (text moves from bottom up) 
• is often non-linear (reader may jump around among texts) 
• can involve examining a lot of texts and information (difficult to locate 

what you want) 

• requires reliability analysis (is the text trustworthy?)  

(Cobb, 2017; Coiro, 2015; Dobler, 2015; Dobler & Eagleton, 2015; Nielsen & Pernice, 2010)



Challenges 1 & 2

1. Online reading is full of distractions (advertisements, 
hyperlinks, social media, email).

2. Online reading tends to involve scrolling so text moves 
from the bottom to the top of the screen.
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Tell us what you think…

What strategies do you use to stay focused when reading online?
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Activity 1: Reading Fluency

• Problems: Distractions and scrolling

• Strategy: Improve focus through practice

• Levels: Beginning through advanced

• English focus: General, academic, specific purposes

• Text: Short (100-300 words) & Easy (at or below reading level)

• Objective: Read quickly while maintaining accuracy (comprehension)



Activity 1 continued
• Steps:

1. Click on a link to an online text.  

2. Set your stopwatch.

3. Read the text.

4. As you read, focus on the article and avoid looking at unrelated information.

5. When you are finished reading:

• Stop your stopwatch.

• Log your time on your reading fluency log.
• Answer the comprehension questions and log your score.



https://americanenglish.state.gov/resources/
create-communicate-art-activities-efl-classroom
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Reading Fluency Log Step 1

Date Text Title Reading 
Time

Text Word 
Count

Comprehension 
Score

February 
16, 2022

Create to 
Communicate

22 seconds 179



Comprehension Questions
1. This book is for

a. English learners
b. English teachers

2. This book targets
a. listening skills
b. speaking skills
c. reading skills
d. writing skills
e. all of the above

3. This book provides
a. art lessons
b. ideas for using art in the classroom



Comprehension Check 



Reading Fluency Log Step 1

Date Text Title Reading 
Time

Text Word 
Count

Comprehension 
Score

February 
16, 2022

Create to 
Communicate

22 seconds 179 3/3



Tell us what you think…

How often should you do a reading fluency exercise with your 
students?

• Every lesson?
• Every week?
• Every month?
• Once?
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Activity 1 Options

• High Technology Capability: Give live link so students see 
advertisements and must scroll through the text (on computer or 
on phone with internet access).

• Medium Technology Capability: Give students a screenshot.

• Low Technology Capability: Do reading fluency with a print text 
(to improve print – not online – reading fluency).



Challenges 3 & 4

3. Online reading is often nonlinear (hyperlinks, multiple webpages).

4. Online reading requires weeding through more texts and more 
information.



Tell us what you think…
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Activity 2: Research Trip
• Problems: Online readers get distracted by interesting but irrelevant 

information and lose track of sources

• Strategy: Set a clear reading purpose, a map for reaching the reading 
goal(s), and a “travel journal” to log sources

• Levels: High beginning through advanced

• English focus: General, academic, specific purposes

• Texts: Selected by the student at or above reading level

• Objective: Find, understand, and use information from online texts



Activity 2 continued
• Steps:

1. Pre-reading: Write research questions on the “travel journal.”

2. Pre-reading: Write the topic, keywords, and related words on the 
“research road map” to brainstorm search terms.

3. During reading: Answer research questions and log sources on 
the “travel journal.”

4. Post-reading: Review information found. Complete?



Activity 2 Example

Research for Children

Student-Selected Topic: American Bison



Tell us what you think…

What specific questions might young learners have about the 
American Bison?
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Bison Project: Travel Journal

Question Answer Source
What do bison look like?
Where do bison live?
What do bison eat?
What predators do bison 
have?
What other threats do 
bison face?



Topic

Keyword 1

Keyword 2

Related 
Word 1

Related 
Word 2

Related 
Word 1

Research Road Map



Bison Project: Road Map

Bison

Live

Eat

Look like

Habitat

Region

Appearance

Diet



Bison Project: Travel Journal

Question Answer Source
What do bison look like?
Where do bison live?
What do bison eat?
What predators do bison 
have?
What other threats do 
bison face?



Tell us what you think…
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Online Reading Challenge 5

5. Online reading requires analysis of information reliability*.

*Is the information 
trustworthy?



Tell us what you think…

How do you evaluate whether information is reliable?
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Evaluating Reliability

Criteria

• Date (recent)
• Domain (.edu, .gov)
• Publisher (well-known)
• Author (scholar, expert)
• Information (factual, verifiable)



Reliability Graphic Organizer

Research question _______________________________ ?
Source _________________________________________

Criterion Target Actual Approved?
Date
Domain
Publisher
Author
Information



Activity 3: Evaluating Reliability

• Problem: Online readers sometimes take inaccurate information from unreliable 
sources

• Strategy: Create a system for determining reliability

• Levels: High beginning through advanced

• English focus: General, academic, specific purposes

• Texts: Selected by the student at or above reading level

• Objective: Find sources and information that are trustworthy and appropriate for 
the reading purpose



Activity 3 continued

• Steps:
1. Pre-reading: Fill in “Target” column

2. Pre-reading: Fill in part of “Actual” column

3. During reading: Fill in the rest of “Actual” column

4. Post reading: Approved?



Reliability Example



Evaluating Reliability

Research question: Is this book useful for me as a teacher?

Source: https://americanenglish.state.gov/resources/create-
communicate-art-activities-efl-classroom 

Criterion Target Actual Approved?
Date
Domain
Publisher
Author
Information

https://americanenglish.state.gov/resources/create-communicate-art-activities-efl-classroom
https://americanenglish.state.gov/resources/create-communicate-art-activities-efl-classroom


Reliability Example



Evaluating Reliability: Complete

Criterion Target Actual Approved?
Date last 10 years (2019) YES
Domain .edu or .gov .gov YES
Publisher well known 

publisher
well known 
publisher

YES

Author or author
Information facts and opinions facts and opinions YES

Research question: Is this book useful for me as a teacher?

Source: https://americanenglish.state.gov/resources/create-
communicate-art-activities-efl-classroom 

https://americanenglish.state.gov/resources/create-communicate-art-activities-efl-classroom
https://americanenglish.state.gov/resources/create-communicate-art-activities-efl-classroom


Activity 3: Other Research Questions

• Children: What food do Americans eat during their holidays?

• Adult ESL: What are my rights as the tenant of an apartment?

• Adult EFL: Plan a trip to South Africa. Look for information about the best 
time to travel, the best places to visit, the best food to eat, etc.



Tell us what you think…
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Research question: 

What have been the effects of climate 
change in my region over the last ten years?

What criteria would you recommend for the following research question? 

Consider date, domain, publisher, author, and information.
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Where have we been?

1. Challenges of Online Reading

1. distractions

2. scrolling 

3. nonlinear reading

4. more texts and more information

5. unreliable information



Where have we been?

2. Tips and Strategies to Overcome the Challenges

1. focus

2. reading purpose with map to reach goals

3. keep track of sources

4. evaluate reliability



Where have we been?

3. Implement the Strategies through 3 Activities

1. reading fluency practice

2. research trip (road map and travel journal) 

3. reliability calculator



Tell us what you think…

Which of these activities do you plan to implement this year?
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Questions or concerns? 
Email: americanenglishwebinars@fhi360.org

AE Live Webinar Resource Center 
https://openenglishcommunity.org/page/american-english-webinar-series/ 

AE website: americanenglish.state.gov
AE YouTube channel: youtube.com/StateAmericanEnglish

AE for Educators Facebook page: facebook.com/AmericanEnglishforEducators
AE Facebook page: facebook.com/AmericanEnglishatState

Thank you!

http://youtube.com/StateAmericanEnglish
http://facebook.com/AmericanEnglishforEducators
facebook.com/AmericanEnglishatState


Reflection Questions

1. Do you regularly practice reading fluency skills in class? Why or why not?

2. Do you explicitly teach online reading strategies? What techniques from 
today’s webinar might be most helpful to your students?

3. What approaches do you use to help students evaluate online sources? 
What tools or activities might assist your students in deciding whether 
an online source is trustworthy and reliable?


